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Growth of silver on ZnO and SnO2 thin films intended for low emissivity applications (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Peer reviewer)
2012

Hasanuddin University
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Gæsteforsker)
ICPPC-2010 International Conference on Polymer Processing and Characterization  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Deltager)  
15. jan. 2010 → 19. jan. 2010

Imperial College Press, London: Electron Elastic Scattering and Inelastic Scattering in Surface Electron Spectroscopy  
(Tidsskrift)  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Peer reviewer)  
4. okt. 2011

Institute Of Physics IOP Nanotechnology (Tidsskrift)  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Redaktør)  
1. jan. 2008

Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Sevilla  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Gæsteforsker)  
14. mar. 2010 → 19. mar. 2010

Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Sevilla  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Gæsteforsker)  

International Congress on Materials and Renewable Energy (MRE 2013)  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Deltager)  
1. jul. 2013 → 3. jul. 2013

Intrinsic and Extrinsic Excitations in XPS (and AES): Validity of the two-step model and corrections for surface and core hole effects  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)  
19. aug. 2010

Invited Albert Nerken Award lecture: "Characterization of thin-film nano-structures by XPS"  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)  
29. okt. 2012

Invited talk at NanoTech Insight 2007 Luxor, Egypt: "Characterization of morphology and electronic properties of surface nano-structures by photo- and reflection electron spectroscopy"  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)  
16. mar. 2007

Invited talk at workshop "Optimizing Information Content of X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy Analys" at University of Oregon, USA: "Quantitative and non-destructive in-depth analysis of surface nano-structures"  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)  
27. apr. 2009

Invited talk at "56th IUVSTA workshop: Electron Transport Parameters; Applications in Surface Analysis": "3-Dimensional XPS Imaging of Surface Nano-structures; A New Technique"  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)  
15. sep. 2008

INVITED TALK Novel Applications of Inelastic Background Analysis: HAXPES and 3D Imaging  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Underviser)  
24. sep. 2018

Invited talk: "Analytical Approach for Quantitative Surface Chemical Analysis using AES and XPS"  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)  
2013
Invited talk: "Characterization of Nano-structures from Analysis of the XPS Background: Automation and 3D-imaging"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
29. okt. 2011 → 5. nov. 2011

Invited talk: "Nano-structure Information from XPS; Automated data analysis and 3D-imaging"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
4. okt. 2010

Invited talk: "Nano-Structure Information from XPS; Automated Data Analysis and 3D-Imaging"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Taler)
24. aug. 2010

Invited talk: "Quantitative XPS: Getting the Most Out of Your Instrument"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Underviser)
5. jul. 2017

Invited talk: Novel Applications of XPS-Inelastic Background Analysis: 3D imaging and HAXPES
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Underviser)
17. okt. 2017

Invited Tutorial at workshop "Optimizing Information Content of X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy Analys" at University of Oregon, USA: "QUASES software applied to XPS-Nanostructure Characterization"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
28. apr. 2009

Invited talk: "Non-Destructive Characterization of Nano-Structures by XPS"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
2013

IVC18- International Vacuum Congress
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Taler)
7. aug. 2010

J of Physics: Condensed Matter (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Redaktør)
1. jan. 2008

J Phys D: Applied Physics (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Redaktør)
1. jan. 2009

J. Electron Spectroscopy and Related Phenomena, Elsevier (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Peer reviewer)
6. maj 2015

J. of Physics: Condensed Matter: The validity of semi-classical approach in calculation of surface excitation parameter (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Peer reviewer)
23. jun. 2011

Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Redaktør)
1. jan. 2009
Julius-Maximilian University of Würzburg
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Gæsteforsker)

Keynote Speaker: Novel applications of inelastic background analysis: 3D Imaging and HAXPES
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
17. okt. 2016

Leader of research program supported by BCR, EU (Ekstern organisation)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Medlem)
1. jan. 1989 → 31. dec. 1994

Leader of the international research program: "Tests of Algorithms for Data Processing in XPS under Versailles Project on Advanced Materials and Standards (VAMAS)" (Ekstern organisation)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Medlem)
1. jan. 1997 → 1. feb. 2007

Materials Analysis Station, National Institute for Materials Science
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Gæsteforsker)
10. okt. 2010 → 13. okt. 2010

Materials Science Center
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Gæsteforsker)
20. okt. 2007 → 27. okt. 2007

Member of Center of Excellence: "Surface Phenomena and Reactions" (Ekstern organisation)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Medlem)
1. feb. 2003 → 1. feb. 2007

Member of International Program Advisory Board for "International Symposium on Surface Science -Focusing on Nano-, Green, and Biotechnologies- (ISSS-6)"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Arrangør)
28. jan. 2010 → 15. dec. 2011

Member of Program Committee for "5th International Symposium on Practical Surface Analysis (PSA-10)"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Arrangør)
1. nov. 2009 → 10. okt. 2010

Member of Program Committee for 5th International Symposium on Practical Surface Analysis
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Arrangør)
21. okt. 2010 → …

Member of Program Committee for European Conference for Surface and Interface Analysis
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Arrangør)
4. sep. 2011

Member of steering committee for "European conference for applications of surface and interface analysis-ECASIA 09"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Arrangør)

Member of the International Steering Committee for the conference: "European Conference on Applications of Surface and Interface Analysis (ECASIA-07)"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Arrangør)
Member of the Program Committee for "55th IUVSTA Workshop on Electron Transport Parameters Applied in Surface Analysis"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Arranger)

Member of the Program Committee for "International Symposium on Practical Surface Analysis 2007", Japan
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Arranger)
25. nov. 2007 → 28. nov. 2007

Member of the Program Committee for "2nd International Workshop on Hard X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy" at SPring-8, Japan
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Arranger)

Member, since 2002 of the "International Steering Committee for European Conference on Applications of Surface and Interface Analysis (ECASIA)" (Ekstern organisation)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Medlem)
20. apr. 2002 → …

Model to correct XPS and AES for core hole-, transport- and surface effects. Validity and practical applications
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
1. sep. 2014

Nano Technology (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Redaktør)
1. jan. 2008

Nanostructures Characterized by Electron Spectroscopy.
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
15. jun. 2011

Nanotechnology (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Redaktør)
1. jan. 2008

Nanotechnology (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Redaktør)
1. jan. 2008

National University of Singapore (Ekstern organisation)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Medlem)
1. jan. 2009 → 1. mar. 2009

Near real time data analysis and other approaches to enhancing information from XPS
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
21. okt. 2009

New technique for non-destructive 3D-imaging of nano-structures
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
27. okt. 2010

Non-destructive imaging of nanostructures by analysis of the photoelectron peak shape
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
30. aug. 2016
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Gæsteforsker)  
28. apr. 2009 → 2. maj 2009

Paris Diderot University  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Gæsteforsker)  
18. maj 2008 → 25. maj 2008

Participated in "The Latest in XPS Technology" meeting at Risoe, Denmark  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Deltager)  
7. jun. 2007 → 8. jun. 2007

Participated in the international research project: "Synchrotron Microanalysis: accurate and traceable elemental analysis on the microscopic level" (Ekstern organisation)  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Medlem)  
1. jan. 2000 → 1. jul. 2005

Physical Review B Condensed Matter (Tidsskrift)  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Redaktør)  
1. jan. 2009

Poster at "European Conference on Surface and Interface Analysis": "Characterization of Au nano-cluster formation on and diffusion in Polystyrene using XPS peak shape analysis"  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)  
10. sep. 2007

Poster at "European Conference on Surface and Interface Analysis": "Test of validity of the V-type trajectory assumption in REELS experiments"  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)  
13. sep. 2007

Poster at "European Conference on Surface and Interface Analysis": "Theoretical determination of the surface excitation parameter for Ti, Fe, Cu, Pd, Ag, and Au"  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)  
12. sep. 2007

Quantitative Analysis of Surfaces by Electron Spectroscopy  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)  
24. mar. 2015

Quantitative Analysis of Surfaces by Electron Spectroscopy, XPS and AES  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Keynote speaker)  

Quantitative XPS of nano-structures with the Quases software-Practical applications and tutorial examples  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)  

Quantitative XPS: Effects of core-hole and surface excitations  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)  
7. okt. 2010 → ...

QUASES workshop  
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Underviser)
QUASES-workshop
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Arrangør)
27. sep. 2015

REM8-8th International Meeting on recent developments in the study of radiation effects in matter
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Deltager)
20. sep. 2015 → 23. sep. 2015

Scientific leader of the international research program:”Determination of Standardized Parameters Describing the Electron Transport for Quantitative Surface Analysis by Electron Spectroscopies” (Ekstern organisation)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Medlem)
1. jan. 1998 → 1. jan. 2002

Software Package to Calculate the Effects of Core hole and Surface Excitations on XPS and AES
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
6. sep. 2011

Spring-8, Japan: "Non-destructive characterization of nano-structures by analysis of the peak shape in photoelectron spectra "
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
21. jan. 2013

Surface Analysis 2009; 31st AVS-Symposium on Applied Surface Analysis
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Deltager)

Surface Analysis Course at Univ. of Surrey, UK
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Taler)
2013

Surface and Interface Analysis (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Redaktør)
1. jan. 1987 → …
Surface Interface Analysis, Wiley (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Peer reviewer)
14. aug. 2015

Surface Interface Analysis, Wiley (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Peer reviewer)
19. sep. 2015 → ...

Surface Interface Analysis, Wiley (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Peer reviewer)
30. okt. 2015

Surface Interface Analysis, Wiley (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Peer reviewer)
okt. 2018

Surface Interface Analysis: "An accurate ..." (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Peer reviewer)
2011

Surface Interface Analysis: "Assessment of the thickness of SiO2 layers through XPS measurements employing experimental and theoretical values of β" (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Peer reviewer)
27. feb. 2012

Surface Interface Analysis: "Improved ARXPS.." (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Peer reviewer)
2011

Surface Interface Analysis: "Systematic Calculation of the Surface Excitation Parameters for 25 Materials" (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Peer reviewer)
2012 → ...

Surface Science (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Redaktør)
1. jan. 2008

Surface Science (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Redaktør)
1. jan. 2008

Surface Science (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Redaktør)
1. jan. 2008

Surface Science (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Redaktør)
1. jan. 2008

Surface Science (Tidsskrift)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Redaktør)
1. jan. 2008
Talk at "12th Joint Vacuum Conference (JVC-12)" in Hungary: "3-Dimensional XPS Imaging of Surface Nano-structures; A New Technique"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
23. sep. 2008

Talk at "European Conference on Surface and Interface Analysis": Applicability of REELS to characterize the electronic properties of surface nano-structures*
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
10. sep. 2007

Talk at "Mads Clausen Institut", Sønderborg Denmark: "Characterization of Morphology and Electronic Properties of Surface Nano-structures with XPS and REELS"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
26. feb. 2009

Talk at "Surface Analysis 2009; 31st AVS-Symposium on Applied Surface Analysis", California USA: "3-Dimensional XPS Imaging of Surface Nano-structures; A New Technique"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
22. apr. 2009

Talk at Charles University in Prague: "Characterization of nano-structured materials with XPS-peak shape analysis"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
11. nov. 2009

Talk at Helsinki University of Technology: "Characterization of chemical composition and electronic properties of nano-structures*
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
13. aug. 2007

Talk at Materials Science Center, Sevilla: "XPS Imaging of Nano-structures"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
16. mar. 2010

Talk at Tampere University of Technology 2007: "Algorithm for Automatic XPS data analysis and applications to 3D XPS imaging"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
10. aug. 2007

Talk at Universitaet Wuerzburg: "Nano-scale in-depth composition and electronic properties of nano-structured thin films determined with XPS and REELS"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
23. jun. 2009

Talk at "55th IUVSTA Workshop: Electron Transport Parameters; Applications in Surface Analysis": "Validity of Yubero-Tougaard theory to quantitatively determine the dielectric properties of surface nanofilms"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
16. sep. 2008

Talk at "Pacific Northwest National Laboratory", Washington-State, USA: "3-Dimensional Nano-Structure Information from X-Ray Photo Electron Spectroscopy"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
30. apr. 2009

Talk at 2nd IEEE International Nanoelectronics Conference in Shaghai, China: "3-Dimensional XPS Imaging of Surface Nano-structures; A New Technique"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
Talk at "European Conference on Surface and Interface Analysis": "Tomography on the nanoscale by XPS; A new approach to visual 3D-imaging"
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
11. sep. 2007

The Centre of Physical Experiments
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Gæsteforsker)
18. aug. 2010 → 22. aug. 2010

The Dielectric Function and its application in nano-structure characterization
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
3. apr. 2014

Ukendt (Ekstern organisation)
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Deltager)
19. okt. 2015 → 22. okt. 2015

University of Indonesia
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Gæsteforsker)

Visited "Applied Materials" - leader in Nanomanufacturing Technology solutions; Santa Clara, California, USA
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Vejleder)
20. apr. 2009

Visited "KLA-Tencor" - leading semiconductor equipment manufacturer; Santa Clara, California, USA
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Rådgiver)
21. apr. 2009

Workshop on XPS-QUASES analysis
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Underviser)
28. sep. 2017

Writing Scientific Papers
Sven Mosbæk Tougaard (Foredragsholder)
1. apr. 2014